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Written in 1955 by the then junior senator from the state of Massachusetts, John F. Kennedy's
Profiles in Courage served as a clarion call to every American. The inspiring true accounts of eight
unsung heroic acts by American patriots at different junctures in our nation's history, Kennedy's
book became required reading, an instant classic, and was awarded the Pulitzer Prize. Now, a
half-century later, it remains a moving, powerful, and relevant testament to the indomitable national
spirit and an unparalleled celebration of that most noble of human virtues.This special "P.S." edition
of Profiles in Courage commemorates the fiftieth anniversary of the book's publication. Included in
this new edition, along with vintage photographs and an extensive author biography, are Kennedy's
correspondence about the writing project, contemporary reviews of the book, a letter from Ernest
Hemingway, and two rousing speeches from recipients of the Profile in Courage Award.
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"Profiles in Courage" is a rare book - for a number of reasons.First, of course, is that the author is
nothing short of American royalty and the publication of the book in 1956 had an instantaneous
impact on Kennedy's political fortunes. In the late 1950s, JFK was a freshman senator without many
notable achievements. "Profiles" immediately set him apart from his Congressional colleagues and
established him as something of an intellectual heavyweight in Washington and garnered valuable
publicity that ultimately vaulted him to the 1960 Democratic nomination and the presidency.Second,
never before has a work of non-fiction been so immediately embroiled in controversy, both because

of questions concerning its composition and the fact that it won the 1957 Pulitzer Prize for
biography. The consensus today -- nearly half-a-century after its publication and after intense
scrutiny -- is that the book was essentially written by committee. JFK may have provided the
inspiration for the work, but close aide and confidant Ted Sorensen did most of the heavy lifting
around research and writing. In other words, Kennedy was more the "editor" than the "author."
Indeed, Herbert Parmet investigated the "who wrote Profiles?" question in detail in his 1980 book
"Jack: The Struggle of John F. Kennedy" and concluded that there was no evidence from reams of
hand-written notes and memos that JFK contributed anything substantial to the final version of the
book. This after Kennedy threatened to sue ABC for millions after syndicated columnist Drew
Pearson alleged that the book was ghostwritten during a 1957 appearance on the Mike Wallace
Show, an allegation ABC was forced to retract.
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